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Abstract: Alumni from several countries in the world join international study programs every 
year, and PII-EII was one of these processes of international education aiming the growth of 
technical expertise in developing countries. A big part of PEIAA alumni have returned to their 
own countries, but many others have immigrated to different host nations, sometimes 
temporarily, sometimes definitely; some have decided to settle down, some others have 
become expats and relocate regularly. 
These immigration flows bring a lot of difficulties, since adaptation demands psychological 
strength and much intercultural management. This paper will: 

- analyze major winning factors in the integration of expats which impact on the success 
of emigrated professionals; 

- try to find out how much personal skill is important with respect to other factors; 
- depict a geographic map of PEIAA alumni career development, obtained from a 

questionnaire distributed to PEIAA community prior to this conference. 
- Highlight what sort of balance, PEIAA alumni community has about their career 

development and relate it to different factors. 
 
 

                                                           
1 Rodolfo Veltri Gomes has graduated as Electronic Engineer at ITA (Instituto Tecnologico da Aeronautica) 
in Brazil, in 1986, has completed his Master of Electronic Engineer Degree at PII in 1988, and in 1995, he 
has obtained his Italian “Laurea in Ingegneria Elettronica” at Università di Roma II - Tor Vergata. Since 
then, he has been involved in design and development of different technologies: Microwave & RF defense 
systems, broadcasting solid state systems, bluetooth, power line communication, as well as RF amplifiers 
used in Magnetic Resonance Image scanners.  
Since January 2005, he joined NXP Semiconductors in Italy (former Philips Semiconductors), and since 
then he has been working for technical support, business development and marketing promotion mainly 
in Italy, of whole product line of identification technologies in different market segments: contactless 
secure payments, mobile transactions and transportation fare collection. He also coordinates activities of 
Identification demonstrators and training courses in Southern Europe. 

http://www.ita.br/ingles/ingles.htm�
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Historical Introduction 
Seldom when approaching his/her forty’s  a senior professional, an experienced businessman, a 
self-entrepreneur or a university professor makes a life balance assessment. Every person, at a 
certain moment in life, stops, looks back in time and tries to evaluate previous scores: this 
reflection recalls a succession of highlights and lowlights, both from human point of view as well 
as from career perspective. 
On the other hand, from the beginning of our Institute activity in late 50’s (1957), until the last 
graduated batch (1994) and creation of alumni association (PEIAA), much history took place and 
MANY OF US WERE THERE, when all these facts happened: 

- The dismantling of De Berliner Mauer in 1989; the world was quickly changing its 
international landscape. 

- Nelson Mandela was set free in 1990 and South Africa entered a new history era of 
human rights;  

- Mikhail Gorbachev resigned as Soviet Union President in december 1991, USSR turned 
into a new confederation of independent republics, which has put an end to cold war; 

- In some decades many ex-socialist countries turned into economies guided by free 
market; the world seemed to converge definitely to economy GLOBALIZATION; in this 
new equilibrium, the main “stars” became some developing countries which started to 
host a myriad of new decentralized western world factories; 

- China opened up to Western world investment and achieved high development rate, 
the same for India, Brazil and Russia2

- Last but not least, from the beginning of new millennium, the world has been facing 
new challenges: Middle East crisis, 

; at the same time, European market experienced 
several stock market crisis and cyclic industry downsizing. 

dramatic attacks on September 11th, Afghanistan 
war, Iraq war, Israelian-Palestinian delicate equilibrium, cultural shock of new 
immigration from poor countries to Europe, etc. 

 
And yet, all PEIAA community is witnessing such history day by day.  
Within such transforming world, this essay tries to find out how our community members have 
developed their individual skills and have faced new challenges after all abovementioned 
transformations and new trends in globalization. 
 

                                                           
2 Economic raising of so-called BRIC countries: Brazil, Russia, India and China 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HEbsCYLx2TI&feature=related�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4THQVWgVcQw&feature=related�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pp45CfEuSD4&NR=1�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fFSTcRyeB_Q&NR=1�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1lKZqqSI9-s�
http://www.economywatch.com/international-organizations/bric.html�
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Evolution of industrial landscape and impact on 
individual careers 
We have also our individual personal history, let’s look back to it. Every one of us gave the first 
career kick off in an industrial world shaped along the 50’s and 60’s, through the momentum of 
post war reconstruction: “a couple of decades full of opportunities” 3

The western industry landscape changed from a “green field” full of opportunities into a very 
competitive “arena”:  a continuous battle among a growing number of new players, which led to 
a Darwinian-like selection applied to the so-called secondary sector - the industry.  

 took place and in late 80’s, 
such industrial landscape was starting to change.  

Let’s just look back to Philips by the time of PII-EII and compare it with what Philips is today.  
The old model of transversal diversified-product industry of 50’s, embracing more than forty 
product divisions, decreased its dimension through all past decades by generating several spin-
off daughter companies: new personalities came up after “Big Philips”, like NXP and many other 
equity-fund-financial driven companies. These Newco’s can be compared to “new stars” which 
were “scattered” out of “big star” after a “supernova explosion”.  

Globalization shaping factors: 
Main factors driving such productive merging/fusion/acquisition company reshuffling were: 

- high internal costs of big companies compared to high dynamism of small management-
driven companies.   

- Need to concentrate deep expertise in key areas – the so-called core businesses - and 
need to withdraw from low-added value industry. 

- End of corporative company style of 50’s-60’s, leading to a more dynamic employee 
career: “I don’t look for a job in the place I live, I look forward to live in a place where 
there is job demand”; there is no guarantee of a steady job in absolute terms (neither in 
multinationals, nor in small companies), and job opportunity is function of economy 
expansion at a precise time-space moment.  

- High profit potential through factory decentralization from European/Western 
countries’ headquarters to emerging countries/developing areas. 

Impact on professional career and individual human growth:  
Such new style of modern industry highly impacted society behavior; let’s describe a couple of 
key psychological facts: identity and passion to work/passion to live. 

Low expectancy of job security and impact in personal identity:  
Industry downsizing (due to company merging/fusion or acquisition) generally impacts 
employee personal identity very much. I met people who spent whole professional life within 
Philips’ divisions for more than 30 years (sometimes 40). Many of us who worked in Philips 
certainly recall colleagues who received 25 year work’s medal. The premium for company 
fidelity expresses the human need to complement personal identity by affiliation to a group: “I 
feel part of the company, thus I feel integrated and I dedicate efforts not only to my career but 
also to keep company alive”. Besides feeling part of a big prestigious company, employees have 
had innumerous rewards which stimulated such group spirit: - team building events, Open 

                                                           
3 From “PII/EII: Remembered, revisited or revived?” Nico Hazewindus, proc. from PEIAA Conference 1997. 
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family days, symbolic commercial advantages, like buying white goods and HiFi stuff at Philips 
Shops, conversion of ADV4

The multinational corporative identity as a mirror of family tree style: 

  hours and unused holidays into goods - Personal computer, bicycle - 
possibility to buy company shares/debentures, etc. 

There is a soft comparison between employee’s career evolution in multinationals yesterday 
and today, and family evolution in the same period. 
Before globalization, employees could have a constant development inside one multi-division 
company and therefore, he/she could spend his lifetime inside the same organization; let’s 
compare this trend with human relationship evolution: decades ago, couples got married and 
stayed together through all their lives. Today, employees from time to time, change job from 
one company to another, as couples nowadays get separated in average each 7-10 years.  
In this way, the identity then provided by the group affinity to a big company, is replaced by an 
individual identity founded by self experience which grow in each different job. Such know-how 
does not belong to a unique company but belongs to the professional him/herself.  
Analyzing the same impact on married couples, when people get separated, the conjugated 
identity disappears (Oedipus’s relational identity5) leading to a new individual identity: each 
person brings previous love experience into eventual new relationships; the traditional family 
tree turns into wider family network; the overall result is that each person funds his/her own 
identity not in a company/couple identity any longer, but in his/her own personality and self-
achievements.  

Euclid’s parallel lines 
In the same way, as traditional married couples may end their relationship, producing new 
singles, industrial landscape changes from big multinationals (tending to downsize permanent 
contract employees) to flexible-dimension companies (minimum management, several 
temporary contracts) driven by financial plans, and which hire an “ocean” of contract 
consultants. The consultant in the modern economy, as we will see, is the model of the free 
lance engineer, and the best role for a “single”. 

                                                           
4 ADV refers to reduction of working hours agreement from 40 to 36 hours a week; employees could 
benefit of such 4 hours by taking a half day-off or by converting whole amount of ADV hours into goods 
with some tax exemption or getting them paid back. 
5Love relationships strongly depend on individual story of each partner. Some couples develop 
relationships based on ‘mental image’ which partners apply reciprocally one to another; such ‘image’ is 
derived from a parent or from a key relative which most influenced the person in his/her childhood 
period.  

http://books.google.it/books?id=eJlar3OLyAUC&pg=PA31&lpg=PA31&dq=Oedipus+relationship+in+couple&source=bl&ots=_2yfVNVNPW&sig=SazhDFfxShcfFZnBhwrQZEh-gq8&hl=it&ei=zvKHTNLPM8yAOJ2ElYkO&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=3&ved=0CCsQ6AEwAg#v=onepage&q=Oedipu�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parallel_postulate�
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Profile of an engineer and career development: - the quest for 
stability in the job 
Many of us have strongly bet in the first company choice; others have changed from original 
engineering profile and joined more managerial paths, others came back to university to follow 
PhD programs. It is important to highlight that the first ten working years have a major impact in 
the engineer life. The more dynamism previously mentioned, typical of company reshuffling led 
to the concept of employability since many professionals got used to change company more 
often than before.  
The so-called employability is a mixture of factors and in our western environment it is possible 
to trace the following curve, a rough approximation of an ‘employee career’: 
 

 

The Paradox of big know-how company versus dynamic & low cost/low quality 
small company: 
The higher the company cost is, the more difficult becomes to develop a new idea; such cost 
gradient pushes every new development from the high cost department to external third parties 
(subcontractors);  such small companies often don’t have the technology to do a high quality 
job; high quality know-how generally is/has been generated in core-business labs of big 
industries but the paradox is that such know-how cannot be applied directly due to high costs6

This often led to engineer’s frustration since he/she had no effective bandwidth to work at all as 
real engineer in Headquarters’ labs due to high costs. He/she ended up giving up the engineer 
role to become a project leader/coordinator of an assignment outsourced to different small 
companies – whose knowledge was built-up in an ad hoc basis and not always coming from well-

 . 

                                                           
6 I provide my personal example: it was very expensive to develop PCB pre-series or prototypes at Philips’ 
CFT organization, although final result had high quality level; it was cheaper to give boards to third parties 
who produced low cost/low quality designs, but good enough to show proof of concepts. 
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experienced people. Some exceptions: companies or consulting groups founded by experienced 
people who left big companies, after downsizing or retirement. 
As a conclusion, the best tradeoff for a technical engineer today is to stay in the multinational in 
the beginning of career (first 5-10 years) in order to benefit from the ‘knowledge critical mass’ 
which is still present in application laboratories with consolidated research; the uncertainty of 
job, pushes professionals to enlarge their knowledge, by acquiring as many different technical 
skills as possible, as an investment for a future of uncertainty. Any downsizing might jeopardize 
the career continuity, and everyone shall be prepared for a future in which permanent jobs will 
be difficult to find.  
 

What kind of job can I choose and where? - the quest for 
passion in what I do in my job  
 
Globalization puts a burden on personal choice. Regardless of what many psychologists have 
written about vocational trends on individual passion on the job, the abovementioned 
globalization puts severe conditions to the engineer mainly for the ones who decided freely to 
build a family. Wife and kids demand stability and continuity on same social environment, from 
their green years until high school. After having started a family, many engineers are not free 
anymore to choose. My personal experience is that not every decision is independent of the 
following one, and so forth. It means that it is very easy to relocate where you found the job of 
your dreams, only when you are young and not married
The trade-off area between your personal choices and the company opportunities becomes 
smaller and smaller when you decide to build up a family, which objectively speaking is not 
taken into account in company’s financial strategy. This brings me to think that the trend 
towards high-dynamic aggressive newco’s is most tuned with the so-called “singles”, that is, 
people who decide not to get married at all, a new social trend in western countries, like Italy 
for example. These people fulfill most of new requirements of globalization: freedom to travel 
and to embrace career challenges, freedom to go living where the job best fits own passion; in 
other words, high probability to excel and to stay within high top company standards and to be 
in the restricted club of “high potential” professionals. 

.  
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How is PII-EII balance in terms of career and life 
realization? - Analyzing answers of questionnaire 
 
Some weeks ago this questionnaire was sent to 309 valid email addresses of PEIAA community; 
only 81 people replied with their answers, which gives a limited opinion sample of 26% of the 
email-based group, and represents only 10% of whole database including more than 800 alumni. 
Employability, relocation, company reshuffling are all concepts related to job relationship seen 
from the point of view of the company. We take active part in the company, but seldom 
company does not take part in our private life. If we look from the point of view of individuals, 
we graduated at PII-EII with our eyes full of hope and high expectancy of life realization in global 
terms. Let’s analyze the factors which contribute to personal overall good life balance and check 
whether our community is overall happy with career and personal choices. 
 
 
 

The questionnaire was as opportunity to give expression to 
PEIAA alumni voices and feedback:  
The main question to PEIAA community is “how is the balance of your career so far?” All of us 
can give a geographic picture of our development and may express individual opinion about: 

- how big was PII-EII impact in your success; 
- how big was the impact of local employment limitations (political crisis, industrial 

downsizing/dismantling, war) and sometimes economy expansions in your career 
choices; 

- how big was the impact of relocating, and developing a network of professionals in 
different nations;  

- how important was to know influent people and, last but not least, how prejudice 
played a role in ‘disturbing’ your career development. 

 
The idea behind such research is to highlight the development of electronic engineer careers 
after PII/EII Study period and correlate it to: 
- personal skills,  
- political and networking power,  
- culture of origin 
- historical period and finally... 
- to which geographical areas engineers have relocated after the Dutch experience. 
 
 

http://spreadsheets.google.com/viewform?formkey=dHVONndZN01faGw2ckM5ZDh4OHhjbXc6MQ�
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Questions and answers: 

Where everybody came from, who went back home after PII/EII, and 
to where? 

 
As we can see, from all replies, first group of answers are from Americas (48%), second one from 
Asia (29%) 
 

 
This is the distribution of answers with respect to PII/EII batch decade. Group that most replied 
to questionnaire is from 80’s (44% of total replies) 
 

 
The answers show that most part (69% of replies) have returned to their own country, 14% 
accepted a job in The Netherlands and 16% went to a different country to work. This outcome 
matches the original objective of PII founders - the ex-vice President of Philips Ir. P. Th. Tromp7, 
with strong support of Nat. Lab.8 manager, Prof H. B. G. Casimir – that was, to allow 
professionals from developing countries to travel to Netherlands, to let them benefit from 
Philips know-how and to allow them to apply such expertise back in their own countries. Let’s 

                                                           
7 From link about history of tube development, where also Anton and Gerard Philips are mentioned. 
8 Article from September  26th 1963, about foundation of Nat. Lab and reference to Prof.  Casimir. 

http://www.dos4ever.com/EF50/Tromp.html�
http://www.answers.com/topic/hendrik-casimir�
http://www.dos4ever.com/EF50/EF50.html�
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anton_Philips�
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerard_Philips�
http://books.google.it/books?id=WQVsn4hDiAUC&pg=PA670&lpg=PA670&dq=Nat.+Lab.+manager,+Prof+H.+B.+G.+Casimir+Philips&source=bl&ots=AOvEa9xhoe&sig=ikfj4h-Etl2o2DvG0hylBSW3qWI&hl=it&ei=gredTJnbA82RswbTlbHmDg&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=2&ved=0CBwQ6AE�
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see to which extent this noble objective has been achieved, by asking directly to our colleagues 
who really went back home shortly after PII, which includes 56 replies. 
 

 
59%  of replies of this cluster (41% of total pool) shows people who could express their talent by 
working at homeland, which is an encouraging result, with respect to a group fraction who 
found some disappointment during their career. 
 

Networking power: 
One of first concepts learned during outplacement trainings9

 

 is to find out the target market (set 
of companies/department to look for a job) and to create, enhance, develop his/her own 
personal network. Nowadays after creation of internet social & professional groups, it becomes 
a lot easier to gain “professional visibility”, but looking to the past 50 years, often it was a 
matter of collecting business cards and making a lot of phone calls. Let’s check the community 
opinion about networking power after they went back to their own countries: 

 

                                                           
9 Training provided by company in case of department closure, downsizing of personnel, to support 
present employees to find another job. 
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Again, major opinion (69% of cluster replies) is that this group could manage their 
professionalism visible by creating a good professional network back home. 
 
 

Career improvement back home: 

 
PII founders would be happy to see that 78% of cluster replies (54% of total pool) really 
experienced career improvement after PII/EII; moreover, the same score is valid for the opinion 
that international education was a key factor of their success: 
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People who stayed in The Netherlands after PII/EII: 
Now let’s look to the replies of people who pursued their career in The Netherlands and how 
they do feel today about their career development. 
 

 
Few people stayed in The Netherlands, and we managed to collect only 12 replies (14% of total 
pool) which is not so much. Overall speaking, the sensation of full-talent development is from 
neutral towards high (no disappointments but also no feeling full success) 
 

 
As far as networking power is concerned, picture tends to neutral to high, reflecting the 
difficulty to become visible in a foreign country, where difference in culture, religion, language 
may play a strong role. 
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Overall sensation of career development is still present (91% of cluster). 

 
Also, in The Netherlands, there is overall impression that people have managed to improve 
career and personal life standards (83%) and attribute a big value to the opportunity they had to 
study abroad. 
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What about who went to live and work in third country, different from 
own country and The Netherlands? 
 

 
Again, the replies of this cluster are few (13 from total 81). The picture is more complex because 
76% are satisfied, but 24% not really. Actually there is higher risk of disappointment since 
psychological investment is very big: - living in a third different culture may imply learning 
another language again, getting adapted to another lifestyle, risking cultural shock, and 
sometimes living mixed culture adaptation in family relationships.  
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The overall picture of these PII/EII globetrotters is: 
 

 

 
 

 
As can be seen there is a wider spread of opinions; nevertheless the satisfaction of achieved 
result is constant with respect to success in networking, lifestyle improvement, development 
linked to PII/EII studies. 
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What about the unforeseen, unpredictable difficulties, who has had 
trouble though all these years? 
 
Let’s check how our community eventually have dealt with external uncertainties, like job 
downsizing, political crisis, local economical situation, etc. 
 

 
For the people who went back home, there is a considerable part of group (20%) who faced 
problems, 20% with neutral opinion, which demonstrates that political/economical situation in 
some developing countries sometimes is far from stable. 
 
The same holds to a certain extent, for people who accepted a challenge in a third different 
country:  although 53% did not experience trouble, 23% are neutral and 15% really faced 
difficulties. 
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On  the other hand, the same doesn’t hold for The Netherlands, where opinion is more neutral: 
 

 

What is the community status today? 
 
The last part of questionnaire focus on the situation nowadays: where are you living now, how 
often do expatriate, what is your opinion about most common prejudices of a modern world 
which shows continuous immigration of individuals? 
 

 
From this results,(Africa= 4, Americas=43, Asia=13, Europe=19, Oceania=2) the geographic 
reshuffling was not so big with respect to the first picture on page 9 (Africa= 7, Americas=39, 
Asia=24, Europe=10, Oceania=1), except that a portion of alumni from Asia have accepted to 
move abroad in a steady way. This demonstrates the drift of professionals from Orient to 
Western part. Also, major replies come from people who relocated not very often (75%), 
whereas the globetrotters are a minor part (12%) 
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What alumni who replied are doing nowadays?  
 

 

 
30 joined Philips or other multinational companies - 37% of total pool 
29 pursued an academic career path (University Professor, scientist researcher, etc) – 36% of 
total 
13 joined small/medium companies (16%) 
8 opened their own company (10%) 
1 pursued a career different from all above. 
 
Interesting result that PII/EII created a multipurpose professional basis, which outcome shows 
equal distribution  of career choices between industry and academic career. 
 
The overall opinion about professional self realization is as follows: 
 

 
General opinion outcome is that talent and skills is still the key factor for success with respect to 
networking (64% - 52 replies out of 81)
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People were asked to tell what might have been good reasons for them to relocate, and above 
all, many people think main  motivation is get to career improvement  (40% of total pool). On 
the other hand, 27% of total pool did not relocate any longer after PII/EII experience. 
 

 
 
 

What is the community opinion about most common prejudices? - 
age, sex, racism/ethnic intolerance, religious intolerance 
 

 
The average opinion converges towards one key prejudice (50 over 81 replies): the age of 
professionals. Many of us are not at an age which is a paradox trap:  “- I’m still too young to 
retire, but on the other hand, I’m too old to face competition with young engineers and, thus, I 
can loose my employability and risk to get unemployed”. 
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The second more voted prejudice concerns sexual discrimination (25% of total pool); other 
forms of discrimination scored neutral to negative results: ethnic/racial, religious, xenophoby, 
etc. The lesser felt prejudice is on religious site; this demonstrates that inspite of globalization, 
our alumni opinion is that difference of religion is not a show stopper. 
 
On the other hand, there is a diffused impression that when a professional tries to make it 
happen -  accepting new challenge or wishing to change career, subject - there is always some 
undefined show stopper which is pure prejudicial (70% from neutral to high, 36% on high). 

 

Last question: What if you could…. 
It is important to find an answer to this major personal question: suppose you had money 
enough to survive (you and your family you have eventually created: wife and children), would 
you still do the same job/professional activity you are doing now? 
 
The closer your present activity is to this answer, the more you are a happy professional. On the 
other way around, the further away you are acting from your real desired professional 
inclinations, the more negative will be your attitude towards your everyday work; at the end 
you’ll end up very frustrated and will have little energy to face professional difficulties and 
generally speaking, to overcome daily life challenges with enthusiasm. 
 
 

 
 
PEIAA community can be proud of those colleagues who would repeat their choices all over 
again and who are happy with their career path (almost 84% of total pool would repeat the 
same choices). We can say that after all, PEIAA community was offered many possibilities and in 
average, could fully benefit from PII/EII life experience and are happy with that, individually 
speaking. 
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For the ones who would rather have chosen a different life/career (if money was not a 
constraint), here is the surprising result: 
 

 

 
4 would work for non profit organizations 
4 would open own company 
3 would choose different profession  
1 would become a professor/teacher 
1 would work as technical engineer 
 

 

Conclusions: 
 
Our community shows a very deep humanist content and challenging spirit. Many of those who 
would rather change career choice/lifestyle, would have opened own activity or work for no 
profit organizations. In any case, the spirit is to dedicate passion to own activity or to noble 
objectives. 
This is just a glimpse of quality and ethics which PEIAA community can represent in present and 
future initiatives; the accumulated experience of this community, scientific values on academic 
records, intercultural ‘savoir fair’ and humanism may inspire new roles and different principles 
which our group might adopt from now on and which will be discussed in the conference panel. 
 
“The philosophy does not serve to anything, you might say; but be aware that because of this, it 
is not serving anyone, and it is a very noble science” (Aristotle) 
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“Eclipse of Reason”, Max Horkheimer, New York, 1947 

 
 
 
 

And it is up to PEIAA community to demonstrate that such assumptions are not true. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dedicated 
to Lorenzo and Valentina, 
…dedicated to their present…  
which was my future, by the time of PII. 
 
Rodolfo Gomes 30/09/2010 

http://books.google.it/books?id=NynKZ24Of1AC&printsec=frontcover&dq=eclipse+of+reason+max+horkheimer&source=bl&ots=mvSG5NRZOF&sig=xErmYghjBWl9_wUm0dRqEJOkI7M&hl=it&ei=4g2ITPWLMIOmOKj48LwJ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=2&ved=0CC8Q6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q&f�
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Appendix :  

Many sources of Engineer frustration 
Just for the record, I list here some typical situations which represent a big hassle to engineers in 
our modern globalization times. I leave to the reader to identify whether he/she has passed 
through any of these circumstances. After all, “c’est la vie” (such is life), the so-called 
‘globalized’ life. 

The non-causal first job:  
The newspaper advertisement shows: “- vacancy for young graduates, minimum requirement: 
two years experience! “ 

The Darwinian Law applied to modern industry landscape: survival of the fittest 
It does not matter if you have a good amount of knowledge and experience, if others know how 
to perform your role better than you do, then you loose your employability. 
It doesn’t matter if you are an expert in one specific technical area, if such expertise is not 
required in your geographical area anymore, you will loose your employability, unless you 
decide to relocate to a region where your expertise is still required. 
Expertise and job experience are not invariant with time: it doesn’t matter if you have worked in 
several areas (subjects A, B, C, etc), the only argument which will be decisive for you to get your 
next job will be your last assignment/role. 

The preference for young graduates and their ‘unawareness’ that they are in a 
privileged position  
One solution for the paradox of high cost/no-development is to absorb high company cost by 
hiring low cost freshly young engineers. These people have the unique opportunity of their lives 
which many of them ignore: they have “the license to work as engineers”, to do ‘learning-by-
doing’ during a very small time slot – the first 2-5 years of their career.  
The modern motto is: we hire young brilliant engineers and they will soon perform good enough 
for low price. Main drawback is that young graduates have high academic scores but very low 
business knowledge (low company culture) and thus they are at their maximum professional 
“narcissism”: they need proper coaching from senior people to steer them inside this new 
‘planet’ and to help them to elaborate and ‘sediment’ the way of working in a technology 
company. Industry is very different from University, which sometimes looks like a ‘Happy Island’ 
because academical working model in some countries is far away from real business. 
As a consequence, it is very difficult for a senior experienced engineer to be hired by a big 
company for technical job, thus the process slowly pushes a technical person to ‘abandon’ the 
strictly technical area due to cost-ineffectiveness of his/her technical role. A few of them 
become technical directors, senior group leaders in order to keep their employability, but major 
part is attracted by other areas: 

- technical-commercial roles  
- marketing roles 
- management roles 

Employability and Downsizing:  the biggest engineer nightmare!! 
Along all these years, many of us have had to withstand unemployment due to company 
downsizing and have faced the paradox “the job of my dreams” versus “the best available job”. 
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Many of us have found good jobs after having lost previous ones, but many others had to say 
“yes” to jobs which were not in their plans. The time passes very fast for a professional and 
he/she cannot spoil the curriculum with an unemployment “hole”/intermission of more than six 
months. Live professionalism is a continuous battle to keep a high employability, like “the shark 
who is obliged to swim all the time to avoid sinking in deep sea”.  
 

Original questionnaire submitted to a big part of PEIAA 
community 
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